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.                TELECOM INFRASTRUCURE AND SERVICES IN INDIA  

                      GLIMPSES OF THE GROWTH STORY FROM EARLY DAYS   

                           K.J.Chacko.ITS,Chief General Manager,BSNL(Retd) 

                                                                                                                                                                                            

There is hardly any other technology or service without which people at large 
can think of carrying on their daily lives compared to Telecom.Today, one 
cannot imagine life without the mobile phone and it’s services  be it voice, data 
or video.The fast development in the telecommunication in the last two 
decades especially in mobile telephony which brought in high speed data, 
supporting not only conventional voice and messaging services but a large no of 
content based services such as video,music, knowledge,and many more making 
the mobile in your pocket/hand a versatile communication device and personal 
computer rolled into one replacing the laptop and desk top to a great extent. 

Mobile Services in a very limited way started in India in the nineties with 4 
private players,if I remember correctly, BPL,Huchinson Max and two others with 
very limited customers.  The call charges were prohibitively high something like 
Rs.16 per minute for outgoing call and Rs.8 /min air time charges to be borne by 
the receiving party.Technology was rudimentary 2G providing only voice and 
SMS.From there, where we reached today in terms of technology, services and 
subscriber base is mindboggling .We today, have phone density of more than 
100% and can boast of all the globally available services. In the beginning of this 
century, none in India could believe that such development is possible.I recall 
that while inaugurating World Telecom Exhibition held in Geneva in 1999, in 
which I had also the opportunity to participate( as General Manager Marketing 
MTNL Mumbai) Koffi Annan, then UN  secretary General predicted that within 
two years from then, Mobile Telephony would  overtake the fixed line 
telephony.None of us believed that at least in India it would be possible.We 
know,however that his prediction came through in India also though it took few 
more years. 
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But how we reached this happy position is worth recalling. The journey running 
through many decades was arduous as well as at times torturous.From a 
situation where people were waiting for years to get the ever elusive land line 
connection as the network was constrained of inadequate exchange capacities 
and inadequate underground cable network and physical lines, to reach the 
present day position of telephone on demand and Mobile companies competing 
with each other luring the customers with attractive packages is a long story of 
years of struggles.   I can share with you my personal experience as I  was 
working for more than 35years in Department of Telecom .(When I joined it was 
a part of P&T,then separated as DOT.)  

It was in 1969 that I joined P&T as Engineering Supervisor (presently equivalent 
to Junior Engineer), posted to the Technical and Development Circle in its 
Carrier and VFT Installation Division with HQ at New Delhi.It had its jurisdiction 
over the entire North India for the Carrier and VFT equipment 
installation,testing and commissioning.I worked in this post for five years till I 
got selected in TES Class 1 service through Engineering Services Examination 
1972 of Union Public Service Commission.As Engineering Supervisor I got the 
opportunity to work in many stations in North India,commissioning Carrier and 
VFT systems and thus could have hands on experience of the systems and 
networks of that period. 

At first let us have a look at the history of various systems and services in our 
country. 

TELEGRAPHY 

The history of Indian Telecommunications commenced with Telegraph 
services.In 1850 the first telegraph line was established  between Calcutta and 
Diamond Harbour by East India Company, first on trial basis and then made  
operational after some time.The telegraph lines were errected between major 
cities and gradually a telegraph network was established throughout India. 
Telegram became a very convenient means of communication .The telegraph 
services were combined with Postal Services under Department of Posts and 
Telegraphs .In fact the telephone exchanges and networks also came to be part 
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of combined department still called P&T well into 1980s when telecom was 
separated into DOT(Department of Telecommunications)  

The telegraph services in the beginning was using morse code which continued 
for many years .Gradually Teleprinters using the Voice Frequency Telegraph 
(VFT)systems came to the fore in major cities which had multichannel 
transmission systems.Still,  Telegraphy using morse code continued to be the 
mainstay in the rural areas which were connected by physical lines.The service 
was provided from the post offices called as combined offices and was a great 
boon for the communities who had no telephone access. Since telegram was a 
text messaging system  it was found to be more dependable by the users. 

We have seen that introduction of teleprinters improved the telegraph 
Services.With the advent of computerization, many major telegraph offices 
moved from teleprinters to computer terminals and VFTs were shutdown but 
tier 2 cities continued to use the teleprinter service for few more 
years.Innovations such as Store and Forward Messaging System(SFMS) were 
brought in major telegraph offices to take care of circuit outage and congestion. 
But Technology was to overtake this type of messaging system with convenient 
systems such as FAX and E-Mail.However Department continued to offer 
Telegraph Services right up to the beginning of the present decade when the  
same was discontinued .Fast expansion of  Mobile Telephony which provided 
messaging System such as SMS and advent of Smart phones which provided E-
Mail facility  made conventional Telegraphy service redundant. 

TELEPHONE SERVICES 

Telephone Services in India started almost along with Telegraphy.Since 
telephony was already in vogue in England, it became easy for East India 
company to establish telephone exchanges in India initially in major cities such 
as Calcutta Bombay and Madras and then other cities.These Exchanges were 
Manual that is to say operator was to put through the calls using the switch 
board.We started with rudimentary Magneto telephone Exchanges, wherein 
subscriber’s phone was  provided with ring generator embedded in the 
telephone instrument.When the subscriber wants to call some one connected to 
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the exchange, he cranks the the generator which sends ringing current which 
alerts the operator with a drop indicator in front of him on the switch board 
who come on the line and after ascertaining the required number puts through 
the call.Advancements such as central battery exchages ,where the battery was 
kept in the exchange  itself instead of with phone came in.Small exchanges were   
with single operator position(CBNM)and bigger ones with multiple operator 
positions(CBM).The link between the exchange and the subscriber were open 
wire lines to start with which were progressively replaced by underground 
cables.These manual exchanges continued to be there till automatic exchanges 
replaced the same eventually.But trunk traffic was handled by manual trunk 
boards for non STD subscribers even after  trunk automatic exchanges were 
commissioned in main cities.In big cities there were Trunk exchanges with 
thousands of telephone operators.I remember the case of Mumbai trunk 
exchange which had around 10000 operators in the nineties for 24*7 working. 

In the local telephone side, we went in for automatic exchanges replacing 
CBNM/CBM manual exchanges,as mentioned above.First to come were 
Electromagnetic exchanges of Strowger type which continued to hold sway for 
many years.In the end of 1960s,  PENTACONTA CROSSBAR switches with 
common control technology were introduced.The first of such exchanges was 
installed in Madras and gradually all major cities and towns switched over to 
Crossbar Exchanges.But other places however continued with strowger 
exchanges. Rural areas as well as small cities with less telephone demand were 
served by small capacity exchanges of 50 lines and multiples of the same of 
Strowger type well into the nineties. when these could be replaced by electronic 
exchanges developed by C-Dot. For handling STD traffic, Trunk Automatic 
Exchanges(TAX) were brought in to the net work.  

In early 1980s,Electronic Exchanges gradually replaced the Crossbar and 
Strowger type of Exchanges with E 10B switches initially imported from France 
and subsequently manufactured  in India by Indian Telephone Industries(ITI),a 
PSU under the Ministry of Communiations. For small capacity exchanges few 
PRXs were imported and installed in few locations but strowger exchanges 
continued in small cities and rural areas. 
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The replacement of small capacity  exchanges came about  with setting up a 
research organization called Centre for Development of Telematics ( C-
DOT)under Sam Pitroda  an expert in the field of  Communication  by then Prime 
Minister Shri. Rajiv Gandhi .C-DOT developed  the technology  for  small 
capacity digital electronic exchanges  of 128,256 and 512lines which could be 
deployed in rural areas and small towns and got these manufactured by private 
players by transfer of technology.Many companies came forward as there was 
huge requirement  for replacing small capacity strowger exchanges.With 
deployment of these exchanges, it became possible to bring these places in the 
STD map of India.Mr.Pitroda was a visionary who subsequently headed the 
Telecom Commission and guided the telecom development and the  services for 
a few years. 

For large capacity exchanges of 10000 lines and above India went for import of 
state of art New technology switches  from SEIMENS,ALCATEL,FIJITSU etc  
initially and then from Indian companies which had technical collaboration with 
original manufacturers.I had the opportunity to be associated in this as I was 
Director in the Telecom Directorate dealing with equipment procurement.This 
was in 1992-93.Subsequently New Generation Networks (NGN) working on IP 
platforms  have come ,which I understand, are currently employed in the 
network progressively.Of course, with the proliferation of the Mobile 
telephony, the subscriber base of land line phones came down. But before this 
could happen, there used to be long waiting list for telephones almost every 
where. At times one had to wait for years to get the phone connection ,due to 
inadequate exchange capacity and connecting  cables/lines.             

TRANSMISSION  SYSTEMS 

Before talking further about the advancement in telephone exchanges,let us 
look at interconnecting networks without which no trunk telelephony both 
automatic such as STD services and manual trunk services could be possible.As 
traffic demand had gone up, it was imperative that interconnecting circuit 
capacity also go up.Hence the need for multichannel transmission systems.First 
to be introduced were systems using the physical wires between cities.For this, 
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special lines were erected such as C-8 alignments and multichanna carrier  
systems which could be carried on these lines were installed.The physical lines 
could not support frequencies more than 150 Khz within acceptable loss,which 
limited the number circuits which can be provided by the carrier systems . 3 
channel systems which provided 3 circuits( which could work on non-c8 line 
also) were the first  to come, followed by 8 channel and subsequently 12 
channel systems.Initial systems were valve type . Transistorised systems were 
to follow.As the traffic demand grew more circuits were required.But there was 
the limitation of the number of lines which could be errected in an alignment. 

 So better medium with increased channel capacity was required between 
major cities with large subscriber base.Thus came Co-axial cable systems of 
varying capacities such as 300,900 and 2700 channels.Co-axial cables were laid 
between cities and systems were installed as per the requirement of traffic.(Of 
course lowercapacity systems were brought in initially   and then higher 
capacity ones later.)These systems were imported from NEC ,Phillips etc.2.6 
Mhz systems with lower channel capacity manufactured by ITI(Indian Telephone 
Industries) was an attempt to indigenize manufacture of co-axial  systems but 
was not very successful.Co-axial systems in the back bone networks came by 
end of !960s. 

During this period, Microwave Systems using the radio waves were also 
introduced by imports from NEC Japan,Raytheon Canada etc of varying   
capacities of 900/1800/2700 channels.I got a chance to get associated with the 
first Microwave System project  between New Delhi and Jaipur way back in 
1968(when I was undergoing practical training attached to the 
MicrowaveProject New Delhi prior to the regular posting as Engineering 
Supervisor).We continued with co-axial and microwave systems for many years 
till Optical Fibre systems gradually replaced these. 

In 1982 India launched the first Indian Geostationary satellite called INSAT-
1.(INDIAN NATIONAL SATELLITE)which was primarily for telecommunication 
services.Utilising this satellite we entered the era of Satellite 
Communication.Initially earth stations were established in remote areas 
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hitherto unconnected such as Goa,Andaman&Nicobar Islands etc and main 
earth stations at Delhi and Bombay.It was the first time that satellite was used 
for domestic traffic(We were using foreign satellites such as INTELESAT for 
overseas communication).It was a great boon for far flung locations such as 
islands and remote areas which were brought into national telecom network.. 
Many satellites in the INSAT series were launched  in subsequent years by 
Department of Space in line with global advancement in satellite technology, 
increasing the bandwidth and the channel capacity.WhenBombay Earth Station 
was established, I was working as Dy.General Manager Western Region  looking 
after maintenance of long distance networks including satellite network. 

A significant development was the advent of Optical Fibre Systems.The network 
became digital with large scale deployment of Optical Fibre Systems with higher 
channel capacities  .Digital Microwave systems came in a small way but in the 
high capacity routes, OFC systems were the answer. 

Let us now look at Wireless Networks which provided  dedicated communicaton  
for users which are geographically dispersed  having no conventional type 
communication links, such as mining companies, irrigation projects, etc.Prior to 
the use of INMARSAT(International Maritime Satellite), as standardized by 
International regulatory bodies,ship to shore communication  was on wireless 
systems.We were having such networks all over the country including ship to 
shore communication. I remember that when India established Station at 
Antartica a wireless link was established between this station and MET Office at 
Pune,as wireless signals could travel long distances without much loss.The 
limitation was single circuit one way communication. 

Now that world over mobile services  have taken over the voice and data 
services to a great extent  I may mention here that earlier attempts were made 
to provide personal communication using Satellites.Thus GMPCS(Global Mobile 
Personal Communication System)of IRIDIUM CORPORATION with  number of 
low orbit satellites  and hand held satellite phones was introduced.The handsets 
were naturally costly as these were having direct access to the satellites .This 
system worked for some time but with advent of mobile telephony with global 
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roaming with cheaper handsets, made this system reduntant .However now 
also satellite phones are used from remote areas not covered by terrestrial 
networks using INMARSAT satellites. 

The greatest innovation of this century was internet which provided access to 
the global networks of computers.Internet  made distances irrelevant making it 
possible for any user anywhere in the world to have instant access to globally 
available services. Computers have become communication devices. 

 Mobile telephony  had a humble beginning with voice calls and SMS,based on 
2G technology.Then came 3G technology with capability of higher speed data 
services with fast internet access .Currently mobile companies are offering 
4G/LTE with high upload/ download speeds.The next technology on offer is 
5G.In fact, data that too of high speed emerged as the major driving force 
behind innovations in technology and networks. Higher capaciy Optical Fibre 
Systems  have also came in as back bone network.Handsets  underwent changes 
so as to have the capacity to handle voice data and high resolution contents 
such as video on demand,music ,information etc (Smart phones).Mobile phones 
in fact have become computer terminalswhich can perform all what can be 
done on computers,in addition to theprimary function of  telephone.When 
mobile telephony move to the next platform of 5G with increased upload and 
download speeds there will hardly anything to choose between mobile phone 
and the laptop/desktop except perhaps the screen size.Content creation has 
become a big global business earning more revenue than the network provider. 

Something I have left out in the foregoing is the Overseas Communication 
Services.In the beginning we were using Submarine cable systems with landing 
points at Bombay, Calcutta Madras and probably at Cochin.We had Satellite 
links also with INTELESAT(International Telecommunication Satellites).The old 
SubmarineCables using physical cable in course of time were replaced by Optical 
Fibre Systems with landing points in India as well as various countries.There are 
number of cable systems owned and operated by mostly private players. The 
Govt owned OCS (Overseas Communication Service) with HQ at Bombay aka 
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Mumbai was first corporatized with the name Videsh Sanchar Nigam limited as 
a PSU  and in the beginning of this century, privatized.  

At this point I thought of sharing glimpses of my personal experiences  as 
someone who was a part India’s telecom journey for more than 35 years(1969-
2004),for first five years in a junior post and subsequently  as a TES/ITS Gr.A 
officer.As Engineering Supervisor,I was in the carrier and VFT installation 
division,New Delhi, wherein we were to install and commission Open wire 
carrier and VFT systems all over North India.Those days the local telephone 
exchanges were of CBNM (Central Battery Non Multiple)or CBM(Central Battery 
Multiple )Exchanges –CBNM in small places and CBM in bigger places.Ofcourse 
in metro cities Strower type automatic Exchanges were there and also strowger 
type rural exchanges in very few places.As I mentioned earlier Pentaconta 
Crossbar Exchanges were beginning to get installed  in couple of cities replacing 
the strowger ones(like one or two in multi exchange systems,the remaining 
continuing to be strowger). Intercity trunk traffic was through Manual Trunk 
Boards put through by telephone operators. 

The commissioning of Open wire Carrier system posed lot of problems.Long 
distance systems required  Repeater Stations on the route to take care of the 
line attenuation.In these repeaters the signals were amplified and transmitted 
further to the next repeater station and finally to the end terminal where the 
channels are derived and terminated in the trunk board for carrying the trunk 
traffic.Since the lines were of copper, line thefts were very common.While 
commissioning the new sytem involved line up in which equipment settings are 
adjusted by sending test tones  so as to ensure end to end performance.At times 
we work throughout the night with staff at repeaters and distant terminals and 
when we  happily finish the work the system fails due to line theft some where 
on the route and then we have to start all over again after line is replaced. It 
was  frustrating but then that was the state of the available network and 
systems.VFT systems mounted on the speech channels were also to be lined up 
along with this.Our work will be over if luckily we are able finish line up 
successfully and test the circuits from trunk board (or from telegraph office in 
case of VFT Systems)  and make over the system to the maintenance unit but 
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then onwards their problem starts as the line theft and equipment 
malfunctioning will be their nightmare. TODAY with state of art networks and 
systems, life is easier but when looking back on those days with old networks 
and technology one can appreciate struggle we had to put on to provide the 
telephone and telegraph services  in the country. 

COMMUNICATION NETWORKS FOR DEDICATED USERS 

Let us have a look at dedicated users such as Railways,Defence etc to whom 
P&T had provided the networks during early days. 

RAiLWAYS: The railways needed connectivity between stations along railway 
lines .We had provided physical circuits and carrier systems for which open wire 
alignments were errected along railway lines.Theses lines were called DSR 
lines.For all the communication needs, Railways were dependant on P&T.The 
Block Circuits were working on these lines only.Since we were maintaining their 
networks Railways were providing  Free Card Passes for our personnel .I was 
using a First Class Card Pass covering all stations in under Northern Railway .For 
Senior officers,passes covering all the railway zones were also provided. 

Gradually Railways established their own network with microwave systems and 
now optical fibre systems and ceased to use our network.Needless to say that  
Card passes also were withdrawn. 

DEFENCE: Defence needs were also met by us for a very long time.Even in 
forward /border areas we were providing the connectivity using carrier and 
VFTsystems.I recall that I was deputed to install and commission 3channel 
carrier systems along with S+4Dx system (which was providing three speech 
channels and 4 VFT circuits for telegraph working),in one of the border location 
in J&K prior to 1972 Indo-Pak war.Actually when the war began I, with a small 
team, was rushed to that station to maintain the systems.We were there for the 
entire period of hostilities .Today it may appear to be a primitive arrangement 
but open wire was the only connectivity available then.Gradually they moved to 
their own microwave and optical fibre networks keeping in line with 
advancement of technology. 
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As I have already mentioned I entered TES Class 1 service(subsequantly named 
ITS Gr.A) through Engineering Services Examination  and after probation was 
posted in Northern Telecom Projects with HQ at New Delhi in 1976.As Assistant 
Divisional Engineer  Co-Axial Project,I was responsible for commissioning STD 
Service connecting State Capitals with New Delhi.It was in 1976/77 period when 
this could be done.Before that there was no direct dialling facility between most 
of the state capitals and national capital.I am mentioning this to show where we 
we were forty years back.As regards the international communication the first 
Direct dialling facility was between New Delhi and London commissioned during 
this period. 

On promotion I was posted as Divisional Engineer Microwave Survey 
Division,New Delhi entrusted with Planning ,Engineering and Survey  of 
Microwave/UHF routes in entire North India.(There were only 4 such offices 
inthecountry, the other three at Bombay,Madras and Calcutta.)One of the 
major works undertaken during this period was engineering and survey of  UHF 
systems to connect District HQs with State Capitals where ever such 
connectivity was not available.Large no of such systems were to be planned 
engineered and surveyed in Himalayan region,J&K,few districts in UP, Rajasthan 
etc.Once the engineering is done using the survey of India maps, we had to 
physically inspect the sites to ensure their suitability.I recall climbing many hills 
sometimes in forests, in the Himalayan region.(  Microwave/UHF systems 
require line of sight for signals between terminals and hence have to avoid 
obstructions on the signal path.Hence the need for locating the stations,both 
terminal or repeaters on the hills).Ofcourse the exchanges will be in the city and 
derived circuits will be led into those by underground cables.I had the 
opportunity of planning systems at                                                                      
Rishikesh,Deoprayag,Srinagar(Garhwal),Chamoli,Uttarkashi,Pauri,Pithoragarh 
and many other locations in then U.P.In Himachal Pradesh, stations I remember 
are Delhousie ,Chamba,Dharmasala etc and in J&K Doda,Ananthnag,Pahalgam 
etc.There was no terrorism at that time and we could travel anywhere without 
any problem.we were travelling to all these places right from NewDelhi by an 
old jeep with associated problems such as breakdowns but had to carry on. 
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After a break of one year as Under Secretary UPSC on deputation, I was 
promoted and posted as Deputy General Manager,Western Telecom Region, 
Bombay in 1982.The Region was entrusted with the maintenance of  long 
distance telecom networks  in western India,consisting of 
Gujarat,Mahararashtra,Madhyapradesh,parts of North Karnataka, Goa,and 
parts of north Andhra.The network at that time consisted of Co-axial cable 
systems and Microwave systems in the backbone routes and large no of open 
wire carrier systems in small towns and rural areas.Though the  line equipment 
were of imported ones in the back bone Co-axial and Microwave systems, the 
Multiplexing equipment was of indigenous make mainly designed by Telecom 
Research Centre of the department and manufactured by Indian Telephone 
Industries Bangalore.These were giving lot of maintenance problems but had to 
carry on.One innovation I remember was transmission of  colour TV signals over 
our Microwave system  between Delhi and Bombay in 1982.I was witness to this 
historic event as I was in Bombay end in the Microwave station.There was 
problem of non syncing of picture and colour but these problems were solved 
eventually.Remember that there was no multichannel TV service 
then,DOORDARSHAN being the only service provider. 

During my 11years service with this unit I have seen lot of development in the 
areas of transmission net works as well as telephone exchange systems .The 
transmission networks saw the introduction of high capacity Co-axial systems 
such as 12Mhz systems with capacity of 2700 channels between metro 
cities,augmentation of  Satellite systems with launching of new satellites in the 
INSAT series and in the beginning of nineties OPTICAL FIBRE SYSTEMS .E-10B 
exchanges replaced Crossbar ones in major cities.Lots of challenges and lots of 
opportunities as well. 

In 1993 I was transferred to Telecom HQ where I was Director( MMD)  
responsible for equipment procurement as mentioned earlier. After one year I 
was promoted as General Manager and posted to MTNL(Mahanagar Telephone 
Nigam Ltd)Mumbai where I worked till 2000 first as G.M.Administration and 
then as G.M.Marketing.During this period Mobile Telephony with 4 private 
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operators made its advent in Mumbai, as Mobile Services were restricted to 
private companies at that time. 

In 2000 I was transferred to Karnataka Telecom Circle and posted as 
G.M.Dakshina Kannada Telecom District with HQ at Mangalore.That was the 
period when private telecom companies such as Bharati,Reliance and Tatas 
started offering local telephones service which was in direct competition with 
BSNL services. But not only that we could withstand the competition emerging 
as the no.1 player.It was real challenge to maintain a network of large number 
of rural exchanges mostly connected by open wire carrier systems besides large 
systems in major cities such as Mangalore,Udupi,Manipal etc. 

 During this period BSNL started Mobile Phone services in a market dominated 
by  companies such as Airtel.BSNL gradually established its position as no.2 at 
that time.  I retired as Chief General Manager Karnataka Circle in June 2004. 

Between that period and today, the whole scenario of Telecom networks and 
services have undergone sea change.Demand for fix line phones have come 
down,with the proliferation of Mobile Services.Still fixed lines continue to be in 
the network offering Broadband services besides normal telephony.To my mind, 
the future will be dominated by mobile services with more and more 
advancements in terms of technology and services.Well, be sure, the future will 
be bright. 


